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Founded in 1961

ALEXANDER CAVALIÉ MERCER AND THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO
Fought on 18th June 1815 a few miles South of Brussels, the
Battle of Waterloo is the most famous ever fought by the British
Army. It brought to an end 23 years of almost uninterrupted
war, including the French Revolutionary Wars and the
Napoleonic Wars, and brought acclaim to the Duke of
Wellington.
The 200th Anniversary of the battle will be commemorated on
18th June 2015 and numerous local events have been planned.
The battle touched all corners of Britain and Ireland, but Exeter
can be particularly proud of the involvement of one Alexander
Cavalié Mercer, whose famous first-hand account of the
campaign Journal of the Waterloo Campaign is considered to be
the finest account of the military campaign, if not any military
campaign ever, and demonstrates the many qualities of its
author, his culture, sensitivity, humour, professionalism, bravery, honesty and compassion.
Cavalié Mercer, who spent much of his childhood in the
South West, chose to settle in Cowley Cottage, Cowley
Hill just outside Exeter. His sister Theodosia lived nearby
in the Parish of Elmgrove. Their father, General
Alexander Mercer of the Royal Engineers is remembered
in Exeter Cathedral.
Surviving to the ripe old age of 85 he is buried in St
David’s churchyard, Exeter, and his grave is being
restored for the 200th commemorations (picture on
right). Exeter Civic Society has made a £300 donation
towards the restoration. Civic Society member Robert
Pocock, a Mercer historian and Waterloo specialist, is
leading the grave restoration. He said “Cavalié Mercer is internationally famous, yet locally is almost
unknown. The grave restoration is part of a plan to establish his legacy for the next 100 years. We
will be providing informative signage and our target is to raise sufficient to take care of the
maintenance until the 300th battle anniversary.”
Left: the Royal Horse Artillery, in which Mercer served, wore blue
uniforms with the old light dragoon style crested helmet.

On Saturday 6th June at 2pm Exeter Civic Society host two major
illustrated talks, designed to be entertaining and informative to all
ages, at Belmont Chapel, Western Way, next to Jurys Inn. Dr Neal
Dando will talk about the battle and Robert Pocock about Mercer,
whilst Gordon and Val Read will give a brief reading from Gordon’s
narrative poem on Waterloo. All are experts on their subjects and this
will be a fascinating afternoon, open to members and the public.
See page 10 for more information.
You can find out more by visiting www.gtrooprha.co.uk

www.exetercivicsociety.org.uk

Registered Charity Number: 286932

From Keith Lewis - Chairman
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In the last newsletter I discussed several proposed developments in Exeter, particularly relating to the
redevelopment of the Bus & Coach Station. Still no signs of progress although Stagecoach have
applied for planning permission to move their bus depot and parking operations to Marsh Barton
which is a critical first stage before major development can start, including the proposed swimming
pool which will face onto Paris Street roundabout. It can only be hoped that the delay in seeing a
planning application from The Crown Estates is due to them improving proposals, especially the
impact of diverting traffic away from Paris Street if that is still proposed.
The City Council faces a number of challenges to their decisions relating to residential and
commercial development in the city. These are proposed housing at Farm Hill, Pinhoe where
developers are contesting the council’s right to include student developments in its housing supply
calculations – this could be of national significance when considered; developers hoping to build
homes at farmland in Topsham have referred their development to the planning inspector; and the
council are facing a challenge to their decision to refuse retail development on a site off Honiton Road
next to the new Premier Inn. So they have their hands full!
I was disappointed to hear that the Cathedral was not successful in their bid for funds to put the
Roman ruins on display in Cathedral Close. Although I do share the concerns of Heritage Lottery
Fund’s spokesperson about the impact of this proposal upon the west front of the Cathedral, and
hope the Cathedral authorities can work towards an improved bid in the future.
In the summer of 2014 we had a lovely social event in the garden of ASK restaurant in Cathedral
Close. As that was enjoyed by all, we are organising another this year, please come along for a drink
and chat with other members, I look forward to meeting you there. Details to be announced.

Visit to the Met Office- by Wendy Rakestrow
What an amazing visit we had to the Met Office on 7th February 2015, a full on three hour event. We
were given an introductory talk which covered the history from 1854 and Robert Fitzroy, severing ties
with the navy during WWI, first BBC broadcast in 1923, computer arrival in 1959 right up to opening
in Exeter 11 years ago. Then there was a tour of what really felt like an indoor shopping centre
complete with a stream running through the middle, we saw rooms housing the computers, TV studio
and the operations centre complete with their numerous computer screens and even a red phone
which could connect direct to Number 10
if necessary. Outside we saw weather
stations, satellite dishes and massive water
towers to cool the computers.
We
finished up in the public library and
museum where they have bound copies of
every day’s weather chart for 150 years,
various barometers and models of space
weather equipment and a wealth of
information.
1400 staff are based here, the facilities we
saw were excellent, their green credentials
visible everywhere and the guide
confirmed it was a good place to work
apart from the 12 hour shift patterns for
the operational staff. They are soon to
expand into the new science park with the next generation of super computer. The turnover is £206m
and they provide services to local authorities, armed forces, airports, industry, LOCOG and Wimbledon
and even a biscuit company without refrigerated transport!
Finally, back in the auditorium, we were given some facts and figures about weather long past, then a
résumé of 2014 and January 2015, stats about the Met Office performance compared to similar bodies
around the world and of course – the weather forecast for the coming week.

We are working hard to look after Exeter
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Our River Canal & Quayside sub-committee are developing their report and vision relating to the
waterways and their environs as they pass through the city. This will sum up what they have found
and know, and how the area should be maintained, preserved and developed in future years for the
benefit of Exeter. There will be a presentation of the draft report at their next meeting on 11
June with copies available. This sub-committee meeting is open to any society member interested in
these areas of the city. The meeting will be at Southernhay Church’s Garden Room (Dix’s Field) at
7.30pm. If you would like further information contact Keith Lewis at keithatecs@gmail.com
The Highways & Transport sub-committee are making good progress in challenging the City and
County Councils to do more to alleviate congestion. It is still early days in the campaign to see a
step-change in approach but there has been much debate and discussion across City Council
committees and our Rush Hour report is providing significant evidence towards informing the
debate. And our long-standing Planning sub-committee continues to review planning applications to
the council and challenge those which are of poor quality.
Working on these sub-committees is a chance to find out more about what’s happening in the city
and to contribute towards ensuring the city develops and improves in an appropriate way. If you
want to get more involved in any of this work just get in touch with our secretary who will pass on
your interest to the appropriate chairman (details on page 10).

Visit to Exeter Mathematics School - by Wendy Rakestrow
Built in 1769, Rougemont House has been a home, museum, tea
rooms and Russian restaurant but has now been transformed
into a very modern school. On 11th April 30 members took the
opportunity during the Easter holidays to look around led by
Gill, the Administrator and Clerk. Sponsored by the University
and Exeter College, it is currently in its first year and will
eventually cater for 120 students in small class groups ‘Russian
style’. The building itself was gifted to the school by the City
Council on a 125 year lease, as it had been empty for a while
there was a lot of conversion work to do. Due to listed building
regulations they have retained many original features; the
shutters are all still inside the windows, a stove and fireplace
remain in situ but they have still produced a bright, airy and
colourful environment and also managed to add the necessary
fire escape and lift.
It is set up as one of the new Free Schools and will specialize in
mathematics, physics, computer sciences and will also undertake research projects. Students are
drawn from the whole of the SW peninsular so some will be boarders, they need to be referred, pass
an entrance test and an assessment before they are accepted for the A level courses. Rooms are all
named after mathematicians or scientists with quotes from them painted on the walls. The ‘writing
on the wall’ was evident everywhere as random
thoughts, calculations, theories, exercises and
puzzles had all been left as if in the middle of
a class, we had fun trying to work some of
them out.
Our own member Iris was able to tell us about
when the Granger family lived there which the
Clerk found interesting as there is little to do
with the building’s history around.
It is good to see a beautiful building in use
again.

Visit to Bowhill House - by Peter Davies
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On Wednesday 10th March members of Exeter Civic Society enjoyed a tour of Bowhill House,
Dunsford Road, Exeter under the guidance of eminent archaeologist and historian Dr Stuart Blaylock.
This Grade 1 listed (late medieval)
building was originally a full
quadrangular courtyard house, built
upon an earlier building destroyed by
fire. The land originally belonged to
the Abbots of Tavistock. Bowhill
contains fine timber work and
exceptionally complex roof structures,
especially in the great hall and
parlour - dendrochronological analysis
of floor beams dates to (approx)
1478.
Bowhill was constructed from cob
(clay) and local volcanic trap around 1500 for Roger Holland, a prominent citizen of Exeter who traded
in cloth and wine; was Controller of the ports of Exeter, Dartmouth and Plymouth, Sheriff of Devon,
Member of Parliament and Recorder for the City of Exeter. Through the marriage of his daughter
Thomasine, the house passed into the Carew family of Antony and their descendants until the 1930's
(excepting for a brief period in the 1660's when it was confiscated by the Crown - John Carew having
been tried and executed for Regicide, being a signatory to the death warrant of King Charles I).
Bowhill was tenanted out from the early 18th century, beginning three centuries of decline - much of
its survival is due to limited adaptation by tenants.
In the 18th century, the land was worked by the Lucombe family as a market garden/botanical nursery
and, it was William Lucombe who raised the famous Lucombe or, Exeter Oak (Quercus Hispanica
Lucombeana), a feature in the landscape, parks and gardens of Devon - an early Lucombe Oak arriving
at Kew in 1773 and now one of their 'Heritage' trees. So proud of his achievement, the story goes that
William Lucombe felled one of his hybrids in order to provide planks for his coffin (storing them
under his bed) but, living until the great age of 102, the planks were, by then, found to be rotten....
By the mid 20th century suburban development had engulfed the site and a restaurant was opened
within the house entailing many destructive alterations. In 1976 the Department for the Environment
purchased Bowhill - English Heritage later began undertaking an extensive archaeological study and
restoration of the building lasting over twenty years. The south range is currently occupied as
Architects' offices and the current lease is for sale.

Exeter City Council's Waterways Review - Towards a Waterways Strategy
In the last newsletter we said that the City Council were about to consult the public about the
management of the waterways. We now understand that they have changed their minds and
consultation will now only be with 'key stakeholders in Exeter's river and canal'; this is somewhat
disappointing. This was agreed at the Council's Scrutiny Committee - Economy on 5 March 2015. The
scope of the review is to look at management of the Quay area, Canal Basin, Canal and Exe
Estuary. The River Canal & Quayside sub-committee welcomes the review and the City Council has
agreed their representation as a stakeholder, due to the work we are doing. The council are talking
to the Canal & Rivers Trust about their possible management of some of the waterways (probably the
canal) - until 2012 the Trust use to be British Waterways and The Waterways Trust in England and
Wales. The city council has a legal responsibility that came with establishing the canal to maintain the
estuary and the sea between Orcombe Point and Langstone Rock for the passage of shipping to
Exeter and Topsham. They have tried to absolve themselves of this duty but the government did not
accept their case. With the city not now having any commercial shipping it will be beneficial to the
tax payers of Exeter if alternative arrangements are found to reduce the financial burden. The Canal
& Rivers Trust will be making a presentation to the Council’s Scrutiny Committee on 18 June 2015.

Visit to the Higher Cemetery - by Ruth McLeish
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On 28th February 15 of us gathered at the gates of the cemetery on a cold and damp afternoon, where
we were met by Michael Parrott, Chairman of the Friends of Exeter Higher Cemetery. He told us that
the name of the cemetery came from the fact that it was higher than the existing one. Initially it was
only 6 acres but now stretched to 44 acres and contained the bodies of 70,000 people.
Our tour started at the small Chapel in front of which was laid a circular lawn which contained the
graves of servicemen and women from World War 1. The cemetery was the resting place for 224
service personnel which included members of the Commonwealth. Exeter had 7 military hospitals No. 1
being the old Eye Infirmary and No. 2 Bishop Blackall’s school. War graves in Exeter were not
necessarily for those killed in battle so much as for those who died in the city. To qualify for a war
grave, death had to be before 1st Sept 1921.
The graves set into the lawn were marked by simple square
stones slabs which gave only the initials and surname of the
individual stating no rank or regiment. Where the person was
not British the only other thing on the stone was country of
origin. We saw some from Australia, Canada and New Zealand.
Individual graves were then pointed out to us where they might
be of interest, and our last gravestone was that of G. Stoker
(George) who was a Surgeon from Dublin and at 64 the oldest
victim of war, died on 23rd Mar 1920. He had worked for both
the Red Cross and the Red Crescent both at Gallipoli and in the
Boer War. He treated over 2000 wounded of whom only 8 did
not survive. Most interestingly he had a brother Abraham (Bram)
who was so inspired by George’s tales of treating patients during
the Typhus in Gallipoli that he wrote Dracula!

Visit to Rougemont Castle - by Sue Ayres
Despite the threatening weather on 9th May several members of the Civic Society, under the
command of Peter Wadham, gathered at the gates of Rougmont Castle, Exeter. Although our intent
was peaceful (and pre arranged) and despite our best efforts, entry was denied. Like many before who
have tried to breach the castle, those within, protected by the walls and gate stood fast. Realising the
numbers within our ranks were too small to lay siege, Commander Wadham suggested we quietly
retreat and prepare to examine the outer walls - this we duly did and as we went on our amiable way
we were told a little of the Castle’s history.
On gaining entry to Exeter in 1068 William The Conqueror
selected the volcanic hill situated in the NE corner of the
Roman City Wall as the site of a large fortified Castle. Up to 50
houses were demolished to accommodate the building of Exeter
Castle known locally as Rougemont Castle after the red stone
found in the hill. Standing atop the highest part of the city and
surrounded by an outer moat, the castle commanded sweeping
views of the city, surrounding countryside and river. Although
the official residence of the early hereditary sheriffs of
Devonshire, the castle was predominantly a military garrison
and throughout the centuries has seen a wide variety of events.
In 1774 the old buildings within the walls were cleared and the
imposing Court House you see today was built. It remained the
seat of royal power in the county and served as Exeter Crown and County Courts until 2003. When it
closed it was the least known area of the city and most residents had never stepped through the gates.
Rougemont Castle was sold to a private company and the city lost a great treasure, although the new
owners aim to create a vibrant hub of art, music, food and drink, open to the public for the next 1000
years.

Transport - Exeter’s Growing Pain - by Trevor Preist
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The Exeter area will grow by over 35% in population during the next 15 years greatly affecting mobility
into and around the City with an increase in the rush-hour volume of cars of at least 20% (i.e. 10,000
more).
Over the past year in conjunction with other groups within the city interested in transport issues the
society has been involved in the following:
1.

Informal discussions with councillors, officers and business representatives about the rushhour issue and the need to generate a long-term transport plan to meet the needs of the
rapidly growing city. ECS has written to the Chair of the Highways and Transport Committee
of DCC outlining the concerns and requesting a meeting. The response from the Officer with
overall responsibility for Transport matters set out their answers to these concerns and
declined to hold the meeting requested. (Letter and response on ECS website.)

2.

The ‘Place’ Scrutiny Committee of ECC (March 2015) had a discussion on Congestion within
the City and, for the following meeting, asked DCC to send an Officer to discuss the current
plans to combat this. At this subsequent meeting four local transport groups (including ECS)
were invited to attend and add a limited number of questions to those tabled by members.
Although DCC is responsible for transport it has no control over the bus and rail components
that are privately run. Its budget for other areas has been reduced significantly with 60% of
its funds being transferred to the Local Enterprise Partnership which will allocate funds to
project bids on a competitive basis; the criteria for evaluating the ranking of these bids is their
ability to generate economic activity. One consequence is that any local support for a cycling
infrastructure can only be found from a bid to the LEP.

3.

At the Exeter Board (April 28th), a question from ECS about the need for a long-term
transport plan for the City was side-stepped by an answer which implied that the Scrutiny
Committee (above) already had the matter in hand. (Not so!) However the Chair of the
Board (Cllr Andrew Leadbetter) has agreed to meet with Keith Lewis and Trevor Preist to
discuss the issue and Cllrs Peter Edwards and Rachel Sutton will also be present.

4.

At its meeting on June 16th the Scrutiny Committee will receive a paper about how Congestion
will be tackled in the future. Since this will essentially focus on the progress of the current
DCC Transport plan (2015 – 2030) it is not likely to address the longer term question of how
we achieve a major growth in transport capacity. Consequently the question on this issue
submitted to the Exeter Board has been resubmitted to the Scrutiny committee in the hope
that it will stimulate discussion about the long-term scenario rather that the preoccupation
with the current congestion.

The ‘public transport’ is privately owned and
the County has no control. As far as the
operators (Network Rail and Stagecoach) are
concerned, the needs of Exeter represent a small
component of their overall activity and any
change is likely to be incremental. The only
prospect of a major improvement in Exeter’s
long term mass-transport structure involves a
coherent development plan over 30 – 40 years.
Cities on the Continent, including Rennes, our
twin city, have gone through this process and
Exeter needs a long term vision which identifies
the transport implications associated with growth and seeks to determine possible solutions that will
prevent the city from being overwhelmed by traffic.
Keith and I would welcome the support of other members who might be interested in joining the
Highways and Transport sub-committee.
Please contact me: Trevor Preist on 01392-259740 or preist.exeter@blueyonder.co.uk

Visit to the Salvation Army Temple - by Nerina Frampton
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On 31st March we all thoroughly enjoyed our visit to the Salvation Army Temple in Friars Walk. The
Corps Officer, Major and other Salvationist members made us so very welcome. In two groups we were
each given a conducted tour of both the exterior and interior of this huge, rambling complex. Over
welcome refreshments afterwards the enthusiastic, charming and obviously sincere Major told us a little
about the Army`s history, ethos and theology. Some people still find the military terminology of the
Salvation Army disconcerting, hopefully re-assured when we were told that "opening fire" simply means
the opening of a new Corps in an area, that its motto and banners proclaiming "Blood and Fire" is a
metaphor for the Blood of Jesus Christ and the Fire of the Holy Spirit, and that this Army`s only weapon
is love.
Generals William and Catherine Booth, founders of the Salvation Army, insisted from the beginnings in
the 1860s, that the saving of souls must follow, not precede, meeting the physical needs of the
wretchedly poor in those days. This practical and muscular Christianity continues to this day, both
nationally and internationally, but now there is far less emphasis on uniforms. Beneath the main hall is a
large area originally just for children, but now, with a large and modern kitchen, it can be used for a
variety of uses. On Saturday nights, for example, up to 70 people are provided with a free, proper,
cooked meal (St. Petrocs and St. Leonards cater for the homeless on other nights), and many storage
cupboards contain clean, free clothing, bedding etc. as well as equipment for other hirers. Also
unchanged from the beginning is the sexual equality of both members and clergy - the officers. The
command of Exeter Temple Corps is shared between Major X and her husband, for example.
Having heard of and seen the dreadful squalor in parts of Exeter, General Booth urged a handful of his
soldiers to "Open Fire" in Exeter in 1868. An attractive Georgian House in Lucky Lane, formerly used by
the Quakers, was available and that is
where the Exeter Corps made its tentative
beginnings. The expansion was almost
meteoric, however, so that much larger
premises were needed and in 1890 a new,
red brick castellated extension was built
(pictured left). Then, as now, all costs maintenance, welfare, salaries - are met
from street collections, and from
worshippers` donations to which at the
end of our tour we were more than happy
to individually contribute.
The very large, balconied main hall has
never been used exclusively for worship and can and easily is used for a variety of Army and non-Army
purposes. In line with all Salvation Army Temples it has a simple altar, and a wooden bench always
known as the Mercy Seat, at which penitents are encouraged to kneel and pray. Services are much less
ordered than in the Church of England, comprising prayer, a lot of music with the band and singing, and
a sermon which can be delivered either by a Soldier (layperson) or officer. Communion and Baptism are
not practised.

Civic Society Leaflets

Annual General Meeting 2015

We’ve had 2,000 promotional glossy leaflets
professionally printed. These will be available
now at Open Mornings and events, although
we’re not distributing them around the city just
yet. Our membership year starts on 1st October,
so from September the leaflets will be displayed
in various places around the city to attract new
members. Please help if you can.

As a change from our normal evening event at the
Devon and Exeter Institution our 54th Annual
General Meeting will be held at our Open Morning
on Saturday 21st November at our new venue,
Belmont Chapel. Further details will be provided
nearer the time. If you would like to know more
about joining the committee and what it involves
please contact the chairman (see page 10).

From Pamela Wootton - Planning Sub-Committee Chairman
One result of successfully transferring the Civic
Society monthly Open Mornings to Belmont is
that we do not pass any sites of active Planning
interest on the way there. We should do of
course. The Paris Street roundabout should be
showing its wild-life character and particularly
the swift tower, both approved many months
ago; and the Bus Station site should at least be
the focus of further applications, expected since
before Christmas and at various times since. The
last paragraph of my January report up-dated
members on this, if you can call no progress an
up-date, and the situation has not visibly changed
as the Planning Project Officer is still awaiting
further submissions by Crown Estates and TIAA
Henderson. So are we.
Although Civic Society no longer meets at the
Library, the area is still in the minds of Planning
sub-committee as several recent applications are
nearby. A further amendment for the Old Library
has ensured that the entire ground floor will be
in Financial and Professional use, and, I believe,
by an acceptable business. The Dental Practice
which already occupies several floors of Castle
House will be expanding into the entire building
when Michael Spiers has migrated to Cathedral
Yard. The application did not indicate what will
replace the view of sparkling jewellery but that
floor will contain several dental surgeries. The
building is of some interest as it manages to
appear attractive and fairly ancient, but members
who have lived in Exeter long enough will
remember that for many decades after the war
the view was of great baulks of timber which
supported derelict masonry and were more
recently covered in a colourful creeper. Members
who enjoyed the Society’s visit to the Freemasons
Hall (or who sign up for a subsequent visit) will
be glad to know that an application to convert
offices at the rear as accommodation for a
caretaker has been approved, which will ensure
the security of this vulnerable building. The
apartment will be near the rear entrance from
the Library yard.
The Yorkshire Building Society also seeks security
by installing wrought iron gates at its recessed
doorway where CCTV nightly records unsavoury
and possibly illegal activities. Although we do not
usually welcome extra metal barriers on High
Street these gates are of an acceptable design and
certainly seem necessary.
Planning sub-committee has recently studied
several proposals in and near the Quay where the
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Environment Agency’s intentions seem to us to be
necessary precautions against potential disastrous
flooding, but we will be studying their new
amended proposals and are very interested to hear
the views of the closely involved Canal River &
Quayside sub-committee. The work on the
Warehouse closest to the bridge over the leat has
much improved its appearance and use, and now
recent plans for conversion of the neighbouring
Kennaway warehouse as Restaurants and
Apartments seem set to give a similar good result,
especially improving the rear side facing the river
where various accretions detract from the original
good warehouse structure.
As I expect members will know the City Council
has again taken the Custom House back into its
own care for use as a Visitor Centre and display
area for which there is great scope. Now is the
time to visit this impressive building with its grand
staircase and fine plasterwork. Chandni Chowk,
who attractively occupied the Custom House
during the last two years, were successful in their
application for change of use of the great hall of 8
Cathedral Close (traditionally called the Law
Library) to Retail, are now installed there and will,
I hope, be successful in attracting shoppers and
those who wish to see the very impressive great
oak roof, a near contemporary of that of the
Guildhall and other great roofs of Exeter. I expect
Chadni Chowk would welcome customers who also
wish to see the roof; they were certainly happy to
let people sit in their arm-chairs to gaze up at the
plaster ceilings of the Custom House. The entrance
to the shop is through a rather dim passage which
is at the moment partly filled with the base of the
scaffolding supporting the roof-covering of the
Devon and Exeter Institution. Beneath the covering
the roof of the Institution has been partially
dismantled and the Architect and Structural
Engineer, having assessed the complexity of the
structure, are preparing plans for the application
for Listed building approval to repair the roof.
Meanwhile it is possible on Wednesday afternoons
for able-bodied members of the Institution to take
conducted and hard-hatted tours of the structure,
and this facility will soon be extended to other
people. Planning sub-committee is looking forward
to studying the plans, hopefully by July.
The café in the middle of Catherine Square, whose
proposals we studied many weeks ago, has received
approval for expansion, not in footprint as it stands
on a stepped plinth, but with a covered area and
scope for a wider menu. There was some concern

From Pamela Wootton - Planning Sub-Committee Chairman
that music might disturb events at St Stephen’s
Church and we would have objected if that were
so, but have accepted assurance that this will not
be. I trust we have not been naïve.
This report so far seems to be centred in the
centre of the City, an area which most people see
quite often, but we do also study plans for less
frequented regions to which I will gradually move
outwards, starting with St Leonard’s. We were
glad to know that plans for an extra house on a
small slip of land in Marlborough Road, to which
we had several times objected, had been refused.
After long discussion we agreed to not object to
the addition of a small house at the bottom of a
long terrace in Weirfield Road, quite unlike its
neighbours, but to suggest that if given a pitched
roof it would look less like a (well-designed) metal
box. Metal is also prominent in the larger vestry,
with rooms for pupils to consult the Chaplin,
with which Exeter School wishes to replace the
existing inferior addition to the School Chapel.
The design seems, perhaps surprisingly, to sit
quite well with the original Butterfield building
and certainly to provide much better facilities.
Mentioning Weirfield Road reminds me that it
seems as if ASDA no longer intends to create yet
another supermarket at the south side of that
road on the site of Exeter Royal Academy for Deaf
Education. If so the Deaf School, as it is
commonly called, will not be able to take up the
permission, granted two years or more ago, to
build a new school on a site near Ringswell
Avenue for which they had, at the second
attempt, a very good design. Exeter may have one
more small supermarket. Sainsbury’s is applying
to create a Sainsbury Convenience Store on a
vacant site which had been a service garage in
Blackboy Road just beyond the Sidwell Street
roundabout. We saw no reason to object but we
are slightly amused at the way in which Tesco
and Sainsbury seem to be alternating up Sidwell
Street and now beyond.
You may have noticed that this report has not so
far referred to any new housing developments.
The only such applications in the last few months
have been amendments, additions or confirmation
of design et c to previous outline approvals. These
include the Bricknell’s Bungalow site just south of
Old Rydon Lane; the Hill Barton development; and
part of the Dart family’s Seabrook Orchards
‘village’. The first of these proposes to build five
fairly large houses on land now occupied by
Bricknell’s Bungalow, the road passing the houses
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being also intended to give access for a probable
future development of up to 63 smaller houses
on the remainder of the land. Two applications
concerned the Hill Barton development which has
outline permission for 160 houses on land north
west and south of the Met Office; one arranging
improved access from Hill Barton Road and the
other concerned with the layout and design of 18
dwellings within the development which will
occupy the site of Hill Barton House and out
buildings. Seabrook Orchards is the name chosen
for the a large area of land on the left-hand side
of Topsham Road before reaching the Motorway
Bridge, for which the Dart brothers produced an
impressive outline application in 2013. This
current application is for Phase One including
landscaping, layout, access, a noise bund on the
side near the motorway, several attenuation
ponds, and re-alignment of the Seabrook, the
small stream which runs southwards through the
area.
Monthly Open Mornings
10.30am to 12.00pm
Belmont Chapel (next to Jurys Inn)
Western Way, Exeter
There is a speaker at 11.00am (subject to
change) and sometimes afterwards a discussion
on current issues in which you can participate.
Visitors and guests are welcome and
refreshments provided.
Saturday 20th June
Speaker: Gerry Shattock, General Manager of
the new Exeter Science Park, will talk about
their plans to bring together science,
technology, engineering and medicine related
enterprise in the region.
Saturday 18th July
Speaker: Steven Sitch of the Exeter Municipal
Charity will talk about the 152 almshouses they
own and manage in Exeter.
Saturday 22nd August
No meeting
Saturday 19th September
Speaker: To be confirmed
If any more events are organised before our
next newsletter on 1st Oct 2015, or there are
any changes to speakers or venues, they will
appear on the website and members will be
notified by e-mail.
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Programme and Contacts
Dates for Your Diary
PLEASE BOOK FOR ALL EVENTS

Saturday 6th June
Battle of Waterloo 200th Anniversary
Belmont Chapel Hall, Western Way
From 2.00pm to 5pm with a break for
refreshments. (see page 1 for more details).
Note: Only disabled parking is permitted in
the chapel’s car park in Western Way.
Cost: £3 a ticket (£5 for non-members)
payable at the door. No booking necessary.

Wednesday 10th June
Exeter Transport Control Headquarters
County Hall, Topsham Road
Starting at 2.30pm Meet outside main
reception at County Hall for a 2.30pm start.
No parking available on site. Guide will be
Chris Cranston, Operations and
Communications Manager and the visit will
take approx. 1 hour. No charge but numbers
limited to 15 and as secure room, must send
names in prior to visit. Please book through
Ruth McLeish (details below).

Thursday 11th June
River, Canal & Quayside Meeting
Garden Room, Southernhay Church, Dix’s Field
Starting at 7.30pm the RC&Q group will
present their draft report. Open to all Civic
Society members.

Saturday 11th July
Roof Tour of Exeter Cathedral
including Bell Tower
Starting at 2.00pm. Meet outside west door of
Cathedral at 1.45pm. The tour will last about
90 minutes and is not suitable for anyone with
a mobility issue as steep, narrow stone steps
are involved. Fee £9.75 or £5 if in possession
of Friends or Residents Card. Please book
through Ruth McLeish (details below).

Wednesday 16th September
Visit to Larkbeare House
Topsham Road
Details to be confirmed - will appear on the
website and members will be notified by email.

Water Lane - crying out for redevelopment - by Keith Lewis
With the news that the gasometers have been removed I had a look at the Water Lane area to
consider what the impact of development in the area may be. There is still some industrial and
commercial activity there, some of it small scale, but
also some such as the SecAnim animal rendering plant
which sees heavy lorries using the area, and several
abandoned sites which are an eyesore. Much of the
area has become residential, replacing previously
abandoned industrial buildings that sprung up from
the 19th century onwards, and the City Council has
done a good job in encouraging redevelopment of the
area. But I wonder if they now need to prepare a development brief for the rest of the
undeveloped areas to guide regeneration before developers submit speculative planning proposals.
Such proposals can be difficult to refuse and can lead to ad-hoc development. One major issue is
traffic access and egress from the area because the main access is via the junction with
Alphington Road opposite the Riverside Leisure Centre, which is already a bottle-neck.
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